CYCLING ADVENTURES
Black Forest Experience Information – 19th to 26th May 2018
Welcome
On behalf of Mach7 cycling, we’d like to welcome you to our first ‘official’ tour of 2018. And
this one is going to be a stunner. How do we know? Because we did it last year.
If you think the Alps and Pyrenees are amazing, you’re going to love the southern part of
Germany known as the Schwartzwald, or Black Forest as it translates to, for the first part of
our adventure. The second half takes us deeper into Germany to Allgäu where we’ll
experience the alpine foothills with great German hospitality. One thing’s for sure, just
because it’s not the Alps doesn’t mean it’ll be a walk in the park, so make sure you have the
right gearing, because this is undulating countryside.
This is a 7 day adventure, leaving on Saturday (19th May) morning very early (exact time
TBA) and heading in our new 6 seater tour bus with our bikes down to the Eurotunnel for a
9am (ish) crossing. This will take us 2 hours from the Oxfordshire/Buckinghamshire area. We
will be able to get a quick breakfast top-up in the Eurotunnel terminal.
From Calais, we head south east through France and cross over to Germany at Freiburg then
on to our lovely little hotel in Hausach, in the centre of the Black Forest. This is about 6.5
hours travelling, but with stops we expect to be at the hotel for about 6pm. We will stop for
lunch that we’ll prepare and bring with us for the group. At the hotel we can chill, check our
bikes over, and get ourselves ready for the adventures to begin.
We will do three rides in the Black Forest (95, 75 and 55 miles respectively), totalling about
230 miles (370km) and 21,000 feet (6,400m) of climbing before heading to the stunning 4
star Allgäu Resort for our final 3 nights in Bavaria on the Wednesday. Wednesday will be a
day off the bike (you’ll need it) as we travel the 3 hours to Bad Grönenbach. Last year we
visited the amazing Hohenzollern castle (see pic) perched on a hilltop for lunch while we let
our legs recover.
However, we’ll go with the general consensus of the group as to what we do on the rest
day. We’ll arrive at the second hotel late afternoon, where you can have a swim, take a spa
or hot tub bubbles. They have a lovely terrace where the wine is rather nice, so we’re told!
Thursday and Friday are ride days, and we know you’ll be itching to get back in the saddle to
explore the gorgeous countryside. You’ll be glad to know that it’s a bit more gentle than the
first three days, but we’ve found that works out well for tired legs, even though we’ll cover
some good distances of 78 and 75 miles.
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Hohenzollern castle for lunch on Wednesday

On Saturday (26th) morning, we’ll travel back to the Eurotunnel, then home for early
evening. Bon Voyage, or ‘Gute Reise’ as the Germans say.

Important Information
We have a long wheelbase double cab transit as our Events Vehicle. This seats 6, and can
also securely store 6 bikes in the self-contained rear of the vehicle. We will load this on
Friday 18th evening, so that we don’t delay on the Saturday morning, then we’ll pick up
people from agreed convenient points en-route. We will have light snacks, food and water
with us for the journey, but will stop for breakfast at the Eurotunnel and lunch on the route
down. We suggest you also bring any other food you wish to personally consume for the
journey.
Our rides are not fully supported, i.e. we will not be bringing the Events Vehicle to follow
each ride, so we’ll have to be self-contained for each day. This means enough food to keep
us going between a coffee break before and after lunch. However there will be two ride
leaders on each day looking after the small group. One making sure we’re on the right track,
the other making sure that we have a rear guard, and that everyone is catered for and
happy.
The pace will be ‘B’ club pace, but we will always look after everyone, so there is no need to
worry. We’ll ride in a group, rotating where necessary to ensure we protect anyone that
needs it from the wind. For ascents we suggest people tapping up the hills at their own
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pace, then waiting at the top for the group. We will always make sure we have a ride leader
at the rear ensuring no one gets into trouble or left alone at the back. If you feel you’re
suffering then please tell a ride leader, so we can adjust the pace, or take a rest.
Hydration and food:
Being properly fed and hydrated is very important on these rides. We suggest always
carrying two 750ml bottles, and we’ll always make sure we stop at a shop should anyone be
getting low. We suggest adding a mild carb/salt replacement to your drinks, but don’t go
mad on gels or sugars, they’ll just upset your stomach. We will be having stops where you
can eat properly, and then take it easy afterwards while our food settles. Make sure you
carry some money for lunch (Euros in Germany) and a debit/credit card.
Ride Rules:
What ride leaders say…goes. This is to ensure that everyone is catered for, and that egos are
left behind. Yeah, we want you to have a beast, a blast and go for it, but not at the expense
of others in the group, or where it breaks the group into pieces for a long period. We’re
here to have a good time, but safety is our first priority, and we need to look after each
other. Both ride leaders are First Aid trained, and carry emergency numbers for the journey,
should anything go wrong.
We also need to be punctual on time keeping. We cannot wait for people to hold up the
group because they can’t get out of bed! When we say we’ll set off at 8.30, it will be 8.30,
not 8.35! Hopefully you can see that the rides are well planned, and on courses that we’ve
done before, so we are able to advise on clothing, speeds, roads, etc., where necessary. If in
doubt, please ask – there is no such thing as a daft question. We will be giving a ride briefing
the night before each ride.
Germany has a rule of not riding two abreast. When we are on main roads (infrequently) we
will always obey this rule, however on the back roads where we typically ride it’s not an
issue, but if we do see a car struggling behind, then can we make sure we drop back into
single file.
Mechanicals:
It’s inevitable that we’ll have the odd mechanical issue on tour. A lot of these issues can be
dealt with prior to going. Please make sure you bike is checked over before you depart. This
may seem obvious, but there is no point turning up with a broken bike. We will carry tools in
the van, as well as spare wheels, tyres, tubes and other sundry components. If you wish us
to check your bike over each night please ask, we’ll be happy to do so for you. We will also
carry oils, track pump, cleaning items, etc, so there will be no need for you to bring these
items. If you need to use any of our spares, we’ll sort payment out for them when we return
to the UK.
Make sure you have a saddle bag. We suggest you keep a spare tube, levers, gas
canister/pump, multi-tool. But between the group, we should be able to cater for most
eventualities.
At the bottom of this document is a useful list of things to think about bringing.
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Clothing:
Look at the weather forecast for Freiburg (Sat-Weds) and Memmingham (Weds-Sat) (larger
towns near where we’re staying). This will help you plan your wardrobe. We don’t ever get
above 1000m, so you won’t suffer from a significant reduction of temperature because of
height, but it can still be cold and wet in late May. Previous visits have been warm, and even
the rain has been ok, but we suggest carrying arm warmers, vests, etc. Mean temperatures
for that time are about 20-25 degrees C. Clothing will be covered in the night before
briefing. We’re cycling for 5 days, so you’ll either need 5 sets of kit, or need to wash some
out. Make sure you have washing powder, which you’ll probably have to do in the hotel
sink, if you don’t have enough clothing for the 5 days. Pegs and string are useful too! If you
have a spare pair of shoes they are worth bringing if we hit a torrential downpour, for the
next day – wet shoes are not fun to cycle in.
We’d suggest bringing a light jacket for the evening, as temperatures can drop when we’re
out at a restaurant, for instance. Ideally, if you can pack your gear and clothing into soft
bags, that helps with packing the van. Your bikes will have the front wheel taken out, and
then sat in a fork clamp on the floor of the vehicle so that they cannot get damaged. There
is no need to bring a bike box.
Locations and contact information:
Saturday 19th through to Wednesday 23rd we’ll be staying at:
Gasthaus Zum Hirsch
Hirschgasse 2, Gutach, 77793, Germany
Phone: +497831228
Wednesday 23rd through to Saturday 26th we’ll be staying at:
Allgau Resort
Sebastian-Kneipp-Allee 7, Bad Grönenbach, 87730, Germany
Phone +49 8334 5346500
https://www.allgaeu-resort.de/
Make sure your emergency contact have these details.
I can be contacted on: Jon Parker +44 7968 107764 - make sure this numbers are in your
phone. Our head office number is +44 (0)1938 433050. We will do a phone number swap
once together.
If you encounter an emergency: Dial 112 – that’s the emergency services for Germany and
France – commit it to memory please. There is a first aid kit in the van, which you will all be
shown where it is. Make sure you carry a European Health Insurance Card –
www.nhs.uk/ehic for details.
Remember to check whether your mobile phone provider charges extra in Germany, and to
register that you are abroad if required. Both hotels have Wi-Fi for your convenience.
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Insurance:
You must carry travel insurance for Europe before coming on one of our tours. We do not
insure you against loss, damage, health etc. We strongly suggest you also insure your bike.
Cyclesure or Bikemo are good starting places for this. We also suggest you carry your driving
licence, just in case you need to drive, and also you have a valid passport – obvious, but it’s
been known for people to turn up without their (or with someone else’s) passport!
Hotels and Meals:
We’re staying in a couple of nice hotels – the first (Gasthaus Zum Hirsch) is basic but nice,
and the second is amazing – a true spa resort. We’ve booked everyone into double rooms,
so that means sharing. Naturally we’ll make sure that you share with the most obvious
person, but if you have a problem with this, we can arrange for single occupancy with a
supplement.
Breakfasts are included in your package, but lunches and evening meals are not. For lunch
we have made the following arrangements: For the journey to Germany, we’ll provide a
light lunch and bring it with us (included). For rides, we’ll stop at known and appropriate
cafes that will supply a light lunch, suitable for riding. You’ll need to make sure you have
money for these. For evenings and days off, we’ll go to a known restaurant, which offers a
range of food, so as not to break the bank, yet hearty enough for the next day’s ride. Feel
free to bring any alcohol with you, within reason. There’s usually a bottle or two of wine in
the van for emergencies!
Finally, we may (stress may) stop off in Calais on the way back at Majestic to pick up a
couple of bottles of wine, but space will be limited.
Finally:
Our tours are for your enjoyment, and we want to make sure that everyone gets the most
out of them in a safe manner. Riding can be stressful and hard, therefore tempers can fray,
so please be mindful that you respect all other members of the group – we’ve all paid hard
earned money to be here, and we want you to enjoy it.

The Rides:
Ride Day 1 – Sunday 20th May
Route statistics: Lake Titisee, southbound
Distance: 94 miles (151km),
Elevation Gain: 8,600 ft (2,600m)
Distance to Lunch: 48 miles, (77km)
Steepest gradient: 15.7% at 5 miles (8km)
Expected duration: 6.5 hours riding, total ride time: 08.30 – 17.30
GPS Route: https://ridewithgps.com/routes/27042168
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Ride description:
On our first ride we head south, with a warm up of just 4 miles (6km) before hitting a steep
climb heading west into the hills through dense woodland. The first 18 miles (29km) are
mostly uphill with some picturesque rivers running alongside the road, but we top out at
Wilhelmshöhe restaurant for a well-earned coffee.
It’s then generally rolling as we pass the amazing ski jump at Schonach and then dip into the
small roads and forests that make this part of Germany so beautiful. We have one major
climb then before lunch, but it only lasts for 4 miles (6km), but the view at the T junction
near the top is awesome. Another good place for a rest and some pictures. From here, it’s
mainly downhill to lunch at lake Titisee.

Titisee is a stunning location, and the busy town is quite touristy, but has plenty of choice
for lunch, with stunning views of the lakes. From there, we take a slightly major, but short
road back out to the hills as there is no alternative, however it’s not long before we start our
gentle climb out, heading north. Rolling gorgeous scenery is the best way to describe the
latter part of this ride, which we will punctuate with another break at about 70 miles
(112km). Now for the good part – the last 12 miles (20km) is all downhill – and what a
downhill it is! Glass surfaced roads, long straight runs with a superb run down to the pretty
town of Hornberg – flat out all the way.
From Hornberg, it’s a gentle gradient down for the last cool-down of 6 miles (9km) back to
the hotel for about 5.30pm for a well-earned rest and refreshments.
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Ride Day 2 – Monday 21st May
Route statistics: Ettenheim, Westbound
Distance: 75 miles (120km),
Elevation Gain: 6,900 ft (2,100)
Distance to Lunch: 46 miles, (74km) at Ettenheim
Steepest gradient: 17.1% at 25 miles (40km)
Expected duration: 5.5 hours riding, total ride time: 09.00 – 17.30
GPS Route: https://ridewithgps.com/routes/27043368
Ride description:
After yesterday’s tough day, we’ve eased it off a little today, some more flatlands, but also
some sharp hills, just to stretch the legs and lungs a little. We head west out from the hotel
with a warm-up for about 8 miles (12km) before we start to steadily climb. Beautiful rolling
countryside meets us, with some stunning hilltop views, but don’t get too comfy…
At 25 miles (40km) we’re going to put you though a bit of pain. A sharp right during a lovely
downhill descent starts the trouble off, as we weave up through some wooded country
roads then ‘bang’ you’ll hit the 17% ascent of 1.3 mile (2km) climb to really see whether you
chose the correct gearing! Luckily, there’s a little resting place ¾ of the way up, for those of
us that need to bend the handlebars back into shape!

From here to lunch it’s relatively rolling, with the exception of the odd 8% short ascents
thrown in for good measure. From 35 miles (56km) in we have a nice descent into
Ettenheim old town (above) for a nice café lunch by the fountain. Check out the rather large
ice cream deserts.
After our lunch, we have a nice easy flat ride for the next 10 miles (16km) to let the lunch
settle before we head back in the Black Forest hills. You’ll know the climbing (albeit at only
about 12%) has begun when you hit the left switchback out of a gorgeous valley full of
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meadows and spring flowers. We carry on climbing a bit until 60 miles (96km) before a
lovely descent back to the hotel for the last 15 miles (24km) – oh we’re good to you!
By now, you’ll have racked up 169 miles (272km) and 15,500ft (4725m) climbing, so you’ll
be ready for something a little easier tomorrow, prior to your rest day on Wednesday.

Ride Day 3 – Tuesday 22nd May
Route statistics: Southern loop, clockwise
Distance: 55 miles (88km),
Elevation Gain: 6,300 ft (1,920m)
Distance to Lunch: 39 miles, (63km) at Wilhelmshöhe restaurant
Steepest gradient: 18% at 47 miles (75km)
Expected duration: 4.5 hours riding, total ride time: 09.00 – 15.30
GPS Route: https://ridewithgps.com/routes/27083120
Ride description:
Today we head east out towards the pretty town of Schramberg, with its beautiful river and
old houses. Head on in an clockwise direction taking in some wonderful undulating
countryside, with a little sting in the tail before our rest day tomorrow. The ride is short,
after the last two days, but our experience shows that this will be adequate after the
amount of climbing we’ve already done (15,500ft or 4725m). We’ll get back to the hotel
mid-afternoon, in time to start packing up our things for tomorrows transition to new
pastures (and hills).

It’s a steady climb out of the hotel, but rewarding as there’s lovely downhill section into the
town. We then climb up through a glorious valley of pine trees and a river – a great place to
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dip your sore feet into should you wish. We then drop downhill through some small streets
of Sankt Georgen, before heading back out into the countryside and at 25 miles (40km) hit a
gradient of 14.8% for a short sharp leg wake up.
Beyond this, it’s undulating, with nothing exceptional with regards to the challenge,
however the countryside is beautiful and typically Black Forest views and architecture. We
head into the town of Schonach, where we’ve been before, but from the other direction.
We will then climb out of the town at a steady 5% to lunch at the Wilhelmshöhe restaurant,
where we had coffee on the first day.
We’ll break for about an hour, and maybe sample a famous German Radler before heading
down a gorgeous long 7 mile (11km) downhill through the trees and by the river to the
village of Dorf. Not much there, but it doesn’t matter as we now turn right to tackle our
final leg burner. At first it’s a gentle climb, but them it ramps to 18%, so after you’ve
completed the 1.5 mile (2.5km) climb you’ll know all about it. From here, it’s all downhill.
Steep at first, through woodland you climbed on day 1, terminating back at the hotel after
55 miles (88km) at about 3.30pm.
By now, you’ll have 224 miles (360km) and 21,800ft (6644m) racked up.

Rest Day – Wednesday 23rd May
Rest Day:
This is your day off the bike (if you want!). The plan, (although this can change through
general consensus) would be to leave the Hotel at about 10am, then to take the support bus
to Bad Grönenbach, where the splendid Hotel Allgäu Helios Resort awaits us.
Last year we visited the amazing Hohenzollern castle (see first pic) which was just an hour
and a half into our 3 hour journey. It’s perched at the top of an enormous hill. We park the
van in the car park at the bottom, then have the choice whether to walk or take a bus ride
to the top (depending upon how your legs feel from the previous three days). There’s a
small outdoor restaurant serving delights such as German sausage, nothing special, but
cheap and cheerful. You can opt to take a guided tour or just peruse on your own.
We expect to reach the Helios Hotel at about 4pm, which gives us time to unpack, check the
bikes, hit the hot tub or pool and chill in the bar with a glass of local Riesling. You’re perched
on the top of a hill with amazing views. Here’s the link: https://www.allgaeu-resort.de/
You’ll see that the countryside is a little gentler than before, but we would put it on a par
with the Cotswolds in severity, so still somewhat challenging.
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Ride Day 4 – Thursday 24thMay
Route statistics: Southern Loop, interesting lunch
Distance: 79 miles (127km),
Elevation Gain: 5,800 ft (1,770m)
Distance to Lunch: 43 miles, (69km) Sulzberg
Steepest gradient: 13% at 36 miles (58km)
Expected duration: 6 hours riding, total ride time: 08.30 – 17.00
GPS Route: https://ridewithgps.com/routes/27083578
Ride description:
Today we head out for a new adventure – we’ve left the steep slopes of the Black Forest
behind into slightly more gentle, but beautiful terrain. We’ve got two decent rides over the
next few days, so with rested legs, you’ll be fit for this lovely southern route of 79 miles
(127km).

We head out from the Helios Resort Hotel and head south for a reasonable amount of
downhill to get those legs working again. After about 10 miles (16km) we head into wooded
areas, mainly uphill, but undulating beyond that until we descent with an amazing vista and
pass the Niedersonthofener lake (pictured above) to our left. The next 10 miles before lunch
is through large expanses of open scenery and beautifully surfaced roads.
Lunch will be exciting – last year on our recce we struggled to find anywhere then stumbled
on a little shop that did amazing but weird warm meat in rolls – a local delicacy we were
told, washed down with the local Radler (shandy). Across the road is a coffee and cake stop,
for dessert. It’s weird, but we’ve kept it in because it’s quirky – you’ve been warned.
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Once the Radler has settled, we head north climbing a little, with the knowledge that the
last 20 miles (32km) are predominantly downhill. We use small country roads and the odd
cycle path to wind through pretty German villages before a flat last 10 miles (16km) to the
hotel. There’ve been no big climbs today, just gentle slopes, the worst very short one of
which was just 13%. We should be back at the hotel for about 5pm, where you can have a
swim, jacuzzi or hot tub – whatever takes your fancy.
The local town has a few restaurants, one of which is our favourite, but you’ll have to
practise your German language skills.

Ride Day 5 – Friday 25thMay
Route statistics: Head North West to Biberach
Distance: 75 miles (120km),
Elevation Gain: 4,300 ft (1,300m)
Distance to Lunch: 37 miles, (60km) Biberach
Steepest gradient: 17% at 12 miles (19km)
Expected duration: 6 hours riding, total ride time: 09.00 – 17.30
GPS Route: https://ridewithgps.com/routes/27083691
Ride description:
Today is our last cycling day – and you will probably have weary legs, so we’ve eased off the
hills for this one and are keeping the climbing down to a minimum – just 4,300ft (1300m).
We’re heading to the old town of Biberach with its lovely square to the north west of where
we are staying. This is genuine rolling countryside with nothing substantial to challenge you,
except for a very small 300ft (100m) 17% climb once we’re warmed up at 12 miles (19km).

After that its rolling, with quite a short ride to lunch in the town of Biberach. Because we are
leaving this morning at 9am (sharp) we’ll get there at about 12pm for a leisurely break, with
a chance to have a look around. We’ve not booked anywhere, as there are plenty of places
to eat, and we can choose when we get there.
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Out of Biberach we head east over easy countryside, hopefully with a westerly tailwind to
take us home. Nothing more than the odd 6% short climb for the last 38 miles (62km) and a
cruise to the finish to find the bar!
That completes the cycling, so you’ll have 378 miles (608km) and 31,900ft (9725m) racked
up by the end of the week.
Things to bring:
If you’re like us, it’s easy to forget things, so below is our suggested list of items to bring.
Remember we’ll have tools, a few spares (like wheels, tubes, tyres, chains, quick-links, chain
lube, etc.) so there is no need to bring anything other than saddlebag contents and anything
odd such as a mech hanger, etc.
For the Saddle Bag/back pocket:
Bag: Gas Cylinder, gas inflator, spare tube, tyre levers, multi-tool, latex gloves, valve
key, small cycle lock.
Back Pocket: A couple of gels, flapjacks, pump, money, credit/debit card, phone,
Mach7 Velopac!
Cycling Clothing:
Shoes
Helmet
Scarf
Glasses
Phone bag
Garmin and lead with loaded routes
Gloves (winter and summer)
Longs
5 pairs shorts (or wash)
5 tops
Gillet
Rain jacket
Under vest
Base layer
Heart Rate Monitor
Socks
Overshoes
Bottle tablets (tabs) and bottles (bidons)
Personal Items:
Passport
Recovery drink
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Chargers, Phone, iPad, Watch, leads
Euros on cash (can get at Eurotunnel terminal)
Glasses / Sunglasses
Euro Plug adapters
Underwear/socks
Trainers or casual shoes
Shirts
Jeans
T-Shirts
Swimwear
Washbag
Shorts
Beach towel
Sun cream
Chamois Cream / Sudocrem
What we’ll be bringing in the van (so you don’t have to)
Track Pump
Full Tool kit
Extra Gas cylinders
Small bike spares
Various Cleats/Pedals
11sp Chain
11sp Rear mech / Front mech
Spare Wheel Skewers
Chain Lube, Greases, Carbon paste
Zip ties, tape, bar tape
Front and rear spare wheels (11sp)
Di2 charger and spare cables
Tyres, Tubes,
Batteries (2032 & AAA)
Bike Lock
Finally, please make sure you have filled in a Personal Details Form which will be emailed to
you nearer the time.
Let the adventure begin!
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